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Abstract

Hydration and, in particular, coordination number (CN) of a metal ion, is of paramount importance
as it defines many of its (bio)physico-chemical properties. It is not only essential for understand-
ing its behavior in aqueous solutions but also determines the metal-ion reference state and its
binding energy to (bio)molecules. For the following divalent metal cations — Ca2+, Cd2+, Cu2+,
Fe2+, Hg2+, Mg2+, Ni2+, Pb2+, and Zn2+ — we compare here two approaches for predicting hy-
dration numbers: (1) a mixed explicit/continuum DFT-D3//COSMO-RS solvation model and (2)
DFT-based ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD). The former approach is employed to calculate
Gibbs free energy change for the sequential hydration reactions, starting from [M(H2O)2]

2+ aqua
complexes up to [M(H2O)9]

2+ allowing explicit water molecules to bind in the first or second coor-
dination sphere and determining the most stable [M(H2O)n]2+ structure. In the latter approach,
the hydration number is obtained by integrating the ion-water radial distribution function. With
a couple of exceptions, the metal ion hydration numbers predicted by the two approaches are in
mutual agreement, as well as in agreement with the experimental data.

I. Introduction

Metal dications play an important role in chemistry and biology. Their interactions with biomolecules
impact fundamental processes ranging from protein folding and cellular communication to catal-
ysis.[1] A reliable theoretical description of such interactions is crucial for metalloprotein design,
protein structure prediction, metal binding affinity, etc.[2] From a physico-chemical view, most of
these properties result from the equilibrium between the fully hydrated metal ion and its (partially
dehydrated) bound state in the biomolecular complex. For example, the complexation constant
of the metal ion in a particular complex with the ligand L (L is assumed to be neutral in Eq. 1
below, but can be of any charge, as in our previous work[3–6]) can be determined as the free energy
change of the reaction:

[M(H2O)n]2+ + L → [M(L)(H2O)m]2+ + (n−m)H2O (1)

To predict such properties, both in absolute and relative scales (e.g., comparing binding en-
ergies of various metal ions in a particular site), the control over the l.h.s. of the Eq. 1 defining
the reference state of the metal ion is essential. Indeed, an incorrect solvation state of the metal
ion may affect the computed complexation free energies by several kcal · mol−1 leading to errors
of a few orders of magnitude in the predicted equilibrium constants.[6] Over the last couple of
decades, the hydration of metal ions has been studied both computationally and experimentally
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as summarized in the following reviews.[7–9] There is a number of experimental techniques that
provide information about the nature of the coordination of water molecules to a metal ion. These
include, among others, neutron diffraction, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray crystallogra-
phy, X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES), and extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS).[10–14] At the same time, there are limitations involved, e.g., there may be cases where
multiple semi-stable aqua complexes of ions are present, with the experimental techniques pro-
viding only averaged values.[15] Thus, complementary information provided by molecular level
calculations is often essential to obtain a detailed understanding of the hydration phenomenon.

For most of the common metal dications (including Ca2+, Cd2+, Cu2+, Fe2+, Hg2+, Mg2+,
Ni2+, Pb2+, and Zn2+), the coordination number and geometry of each aqua complex have been
examined by the experimental techniques mentioned above[7–9, 16–34] (see also Table I). For most
of these ions, general consensus has been reached concerning coordination numbers and hydration
shell geometries. CN of 6 with octahedral geometry of the first solvent shell is presumably adopted
by Cd2+, Fe2+, Hg2+, Mg2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+ ions[7–9, 17, 19, 23, 28, 32]. CN 5 with tetragonal
pyramidal or trigonal bipyramidal coordination is observed for Cu2+ ion.[34] The situation is
somewhat less clear for Ca2+, where CNs of 6, 7, or 8 or even larger were reported.[7, 9, 16,
26] The geometry of the hexa-coordinated calcium ion is believed to be a regular octahedron,
whereas it is probably prismatic for CN of 8.[16, 26, 29, 30] What remains rather unclear is the
coordination number and hydration shell geometry of the Pb2+. In an NMR study, CN of 6 has
been reported,[27] whereas in other two experimental studies, CNs of 5–7 were proposed.[24, 25]

In this work, we aim to determine the coordination numbers of nine divalent cations by compar-
ing two complementary theoretical approaches: a mixed explicit/continuum DFT-D3//COSMO-
RS calculation and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD). The former approach is based on cal-
culations of the free energy changes accompanying sequential hydrations, that is addition of a
water molecule to the first or second coordination spheres of the [M(H2O)n]2+ complex to form
[M(H2O)(n+1)]

2+ complex (up to n = 8). For a perfect implicit solvation model this free energy
change should equal to zero. However, sequential solvation of “naked” or only partially coordi-
nated transition metal ions is described only approximately by implicit solvation models (including
COSMO-RS), which were parameterized on bulk properties. What we actually observe is that the
free energy changes are negative up to a certain CNopt, becoming positive for n > CNopt. Heuristi-
cally, we associate this sign change with the completion of the first hydration shell, with agreement
between experimental and present AIMD data verifying this conjecture a posteriori.

Among the investigated metal dications, there are two examples of rare earth metals (Ca2+ and
Mg2+), three representatives of open-shell d -block elements (Cu2+, Fe2+, Ni2+), three examples of
their closed-shell counterparts (Zn2+, Cd2+, Hg2+), and one p-block element (Pb2+). Most of these
divalent ions are commonly found to interact with biomolecules, through for Pb and Hg these are
rather undesired interactions.[35, 36] At the same time, the selected metal ions represent both
cases where the CN is well known (thus, it can be used for method calibration) and situations
where controversies and ambiguities persist and where the present work may help to more firmly
establish the coordination numbers.
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TABLE I: Experimentally obtained coordination numbers and geometries for metal ions. If there
are multiple coordination numbers in the published literature, all of them are listed. Results that
were obtained significantly less frequently than the rest are listed in brackets.

M2+ Experimental CN Experimental geometry Ref.

Ca2+ 6–8 (10) Octahedron, Not determined [16, 26, 29–31]

Cd2+ 6 (7) Octahedron [7, 32, 33]

Cu2+ 5 Tetragonal pyramid, Trigonal bipyramid [7, 34]

Fe2+ 6 Octahedron [7, 8, 17, 18]

Hg2+ 6 (7) Octahedron, Irregular [19–21]

Mg2+ 6 Octahedron [7, 8]

Ni2+ 6 Octahedron [22, 23]

Pb2+ 5–7 Not determined [24, 25, 27]

Zn2+ 6 Octahedron [7, 8, 22, 28]

II. Methods

A. Force field (classical) molecular dynamics

For the preparatory stage, we employed classical force field molecular dynamics simulations. The
simulated systems consisted of a single metal cation (Ca2+, Cd2+, Cu2+, Fe2+, Hg2+, Mg2+, Ni2+,
Pb2+, or Zn2+) and 64 water molecules in a cubic simulation cell under periodic boundary con-
ditions to mimic bulk solutions. No counterions were considered, therefore, the net charge of the
system was 2+. The unit cell volume was set as the experimental volume of 64 water molecules
plus the standard partial volume of the specific ion.[37] Because of the slow convergence of the
volume of the system at constant pressure, especially in subsequent AIMD simulations, we carried
out simulations in a canonical (constant volume and temperature) ensemble at 300 K. After equi-
libration, snapshots taken at intervals of 4 ns were used as the initial structures for subsequent
AIMD simulations. Force field simulations were done using the CHARMM27 force field[38] with
a rigid SPCE water model[39, 40] and ion parameterization taken from Ref. [41]. All force field
simulations were performed using Gromacs, version 2021.1.[42]

B. Ab initio molecular dynamics

AIMD simulations within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation were performed employing the
CP2K program package, version 9.1, using the Quickstep module.[43] The electronic structure of
the system was described at the DFT level of theory employing the PBE functional[44], with D3
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dispersion correction[45] and TZV2P MOLOPT basis set[46] for all atoms, with Goedecker–Teter–
Hutter (GTH) effective core potentials[47] for water oxygens and for metal ions (see Table S1 in SI
for metal ions; six explicit electrons were used for oxygen). For the equilibration, four independent
trajectories were propagated for at least 3 ps, with a time step of 0.5 fs, NVT ensemble, T =
298 K, massive canonical sampling through velocity rescaling (CSVR) thermostat[48] with the
time constant of 50 fs, and periodic boundary conditions. Next, we ran 80 ps long production
simulations with the same settings and a global CSVR thermostat with a time constant of 1 ps.
For each ion, we then combined all four trajectories to calculate the single radial distribution
function (RDF). The coordination number was then calculated as the integral of the RDF from
zero to its first minimum after the first peak.

C. DFT calculations in implicit solvent

For each metal ion, eight initial structures were created, placing 2–9 water molecules in its first
solvation shell, symmetrically whenever possible. Geometries of all structures were optimized
employing the BP86 functional[49, 50] with D3 dispersion correction with Becke–Johnson damp-
ing[45, 51] and the def2-TZVP basis set. For Cd, Hg, and Pb, the Stuttgart–Dresden effective
core potentials (ECP; N core = 28, 60, 60) were used. COSMO solvation model was employed as
an implicit solvent with the dielectric constant of ϵr = 80 corresponding to water.[52] For the ionic
radii for COSMO, we choose the ionic radii published by Shannon and coworkers,[53] scaled to the
COSMO radii of Zn2+ = 2.00 Å, used in our previous work[3–5] and summarized in Table S2 in SI.
All DFT calculations were carried out using the Turbomole 7.6 program.[54] Vibrational frequency
calculations were performed in vacuo, at the same level of theory for all calculated structures on
in vacuo reoptimized geometry. For all structures, we checked that the in vacuo minima do not
significantly deviate from their solvent counterparts. As in previous work,[6] the free energy value
corresponding to a particular structure can be expressed as:

GTOT = EEL + GSOLV + EZPVE − RT ln(qtransqvibqrot) + pV (2)

where EEL is the electronic energy of the molecule in vacuo (gas-phase electronic energy),
calculated with def2-TZVPD basis set, and the functional BP86-D3(BJ), GSOLV is the solvation
energy calculated by employing the COSMO-RS method (see below), EZPVE is the zero-point
vibrational energy. The term RT ln(qtransqrotqvib) is the entropic correction obtained from the
rigid-rotor/harmonic-oscillator (RRHO) approximation in which a free rotor model was applied for
low-lying vibrational modes under 100 cm−1 with a smoothing function applied (sometimes denoted
as quasi-RRHO, or RRFRHO approximation). The EEL and (EZPVE − RT ln(qtransqrotqvib) + pV )
are calculated for equilibrium structures in vacuo.

The GSOLV was obtained using Klamt’s conductor-like screening model for the realistic solvation
method (COSMO-RS).[55, 56] COSMO-RS calculations were carried out using COSMOtherm21
software[57] with the recommended protocol: BP86-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVPD single point calculations
in vacuo on top of the in vacuo geometries and in an ideal conductor (ϵ = ∞) for the optimized
geometry in solvent, followed by the COSMO-RS calculations in water. FINE cavities were used
to increase numerical precision.[58] Finally, a correction of 1.9·∆n kcal·mol−1 (corresponding to
the difference between the concentration of the ideal gas at 298 K and 1 atm and its 1 mol·L−1

concentration; ∆n is the change in the number of moles in the reaction) has been applied in
order that the computed values refer to 1 mol·L−1 standard state. The following definition of the
hydration Gibbs free energy, ∆GHYD has been used throughout:
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∆GHYD = GTOT(products) −GTOT(reactants) (3)

where products and reactants correspond to the r.h.s. and l.h.s., respectively, of the reaction:

[M(H2O)n]2+ + H2O → [M(H2O)n+1]
2+ (4)

where n denotes the number of water molecules (2–9 water molecules, therefore n = 2–8 in
Eq 4). We previously used an analogous approach in our peptide metal-binding studies, and
it has been shown to provide quantitatively accurate data (wrt to the experimental isothermal
calorimetry, ITC data).[3–5] In this approach, we presume that the coordination number can be
associated with the structure for which the last sequential hydration reaction where ∆G is negative.
As mentioned above, this assumption needs to be verified a posteriori by comparison with AIMD,
and experiments (cf. Results and Discussion).

To further elaborate on this issue which concerns the applicability and limitations of continuum
solvation models and the combination of explicit with implicit solvation models (the latter repre-
sented in this work by the COSMO and COSMO-RS), we also calculated the ∆G of addition of
one water molecule to the water cluster (using the same DFT-D3//COSMO-RS protocol described
above; see Table S3 and Chapter 3 in SI). This serves as the reference for the performance of the
continuum models at the interface between explicit and implicit solvation.

III. Results and Discussion

First, we predict the optimal hydration number of all nine metal ions (Ca2+, Cd2+, Cu2+, Fe2+,
Hg2+, Mg2+, Ni2+, Pb2+, and Zn2+) employing the DFT-D3//COSMO-RS “sequential hydration”
approach described above. In Table II, the ∆G values for the sequential water additions for
all ions are listed. The DFT-D3//COSMO-RS optimal hydration number is assumed to be the
CN associated with the last step with negative ∆G. The corresponding equilibrium geometries
are then depicted in Fig. 1. The negative ∆G may be associated with the inherently imperfect
implicit solvent model, such as COSMO-RS not being able to fully capture hydration in the
immediate vicinity of a metal ion, i.e., in its first solvation sphere. After exceeding the optimal
number of water molecules in the first solvation sphere, the additional water would end up in the
second solvation shell. Here, the replacement of the implicit water with the explicit one should, in
principle, be associated with zero ∆G. From Table II, we see that this is not the case with ∆G
acquiring small positive values. Notably, these ∆G values for implicit/explicit water exchange are
rather similar to those calculated for implicit/explicit water exchange in small water clusters (as
described in Chapter 3 and Table S3 in the SI). Noteworthy, for some cations, the first unfavorable
hydration reaction (with the positive ∆G) is associated with a rather small barrier (the value of
∆G of ∼1 kcal · mol−1 or smaller), and therefore we expect multiple aqua complexes that may
exist in equilibrium.
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TABLE II: ∆G of water addition (see equation 4) for all nine ions obtained with DFT-
D3//COSMO-RS. The product of the last reaction with negative ∆G is the expected coordination
number. All values are in kcal · mol−1. The last negative ∆G is highlighted.

n → n+1 Ca2+ Cd2+ Cu2+ Fe2+ Hg2+ Mg2+ Ni2+ Pb2+ Zn2+

2 → 3 -22.9 -22.0 -31.3 -24.4 -13.8 -22.3 -26.3 -23.49 -24.27

3 → 4 -16.3 -15.5 -18.0 -17.4 -10.5 -16.5 -20.0 -9.1 -16.4

4 → 5 -8.0 -6.1 -2.9 -8.4 -4.5 -6.9 -11.1 -3.7 -3.6

5 → 6 -5.3 -3.3a 2.4a -1.5a 0.1a -4.9a -6.5a 2.6 -2.0a

6 → 7 1.1 4.9 3.5 3.4 3.7 3.6 3.2 8.0 4.6

7 → 8 6.4a 3.6 3.3 4.2 2.1 4.4 4.6 1.4a 3.0

8 → 9 4.6 2.8 4.6 3.9 4.2 3.8 5.6 5.5 5.6

a)These are the last aqua complexes where all explicit water molecules stay in the first solvation
shell.
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FIG. 1: DFT-D3//COSMO-RS equilibrium structures of all nine metal ions displaying their pre-
ferred hydration number.

Next, we investigate the hydration structures of the metal dications using AIMD simulations.
From the obtained trajectories, we calculate radial distribution functions (RDFs) with the first
peaks corresponding to the optimal M2+–O distances (∼2.0 Å for Cu2+, Fe2+, Mg2+, Zn2+, and
Zn2+, ∼2.4 Å for Ca2+, Cd2+, and Hg2+, and ∼2.6 Å for Pb2+), as depicted in Fig. 2. These
maxima of the first RDF peaks loosely correlate with the ionic radii. It is worth noticing that
peaks of RDFs of some of the ions like Cu2+ and Hg2+ are asymmetric, suggesting the broken
symmetry of their solvation shell. Comparing the RDF peak positions with M2+–O distances
from DFT-D3//COSMO-RS optimized structures (Table III), the AIMD distances are, in general,
slightly larger. This may be the effect of the stronger hydrogen bonding to higher solvation layers,
which are treated only implicitly in the COSMO and COSMO-RS solvation models, and possibly
also the effect of temperature fluctuations in the AIMD simulation.

It is also important to note that the dispersion interaction D3 coefficients were parameterized
for neutral atoms, and it was shown previously that turning it off for the metal ion may lead to
slightly different M2+–O distances.[59] In most cases, the difference between DFT-D3//COSMO-
RS and AIMD distances is ∼0.03 Å, which is considered as a good agreement. An exception is
Zn2+, suggesting a different coordination number between AIMD and the DFT-D3//COSMO-RS,
as discussed later. For Pb2+, there are five distinct Pb2+–O distances, all of them shorter than
the peak position from AIMD, in line with previous reasoning. Significantly broad RDF peak
for Pb2+ is pointing to multiple different distances as well in AIMD, and therefore, either to its
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irregular first solvation shell or multiple stable configurations. This may originate from the uneven,
“hemidirected” hydration assumed for aqua complexes of Pb2+ with up to 6 or 7 waters. Finally,
experimental distances (obtained mostly with X-ray diffraction, neutron scattering, XANES, and
EXAFS) are in agreement with the present calculations, typically within a few hundredths of Å
(Table III). Notably, all six of the bond lengths for Pb2+ are within the spread of the experimental
values.

FIG. 2: The first peak of the metal-oxygen radial distribution functions in a box of 64 water
molecules, obtained from AIMD simulations at the PBE-D3/TZV2P level. Metal ions are in the
legend box ordered according to their ionic radii.
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TABLE III: Comparison of M2+–O distances obtained with DFT-D3//COSMO-RS, AIMD, and
published experimental results. If there were multiple M2+–O distances differing by more than
0.02 Å in the DFT-D3//COSMO-RS optimal structures, all of them are listed. AIMD distances
were taken as RDF maximum, except for Cu2+, where, thanks to its stable pyramidal configuration
in AIMD, it is possible to list two distinct well-defined Cu2+–O distances.

M2+ rDFT−D3//COSMO−RS [Å] rAIMD [Å] rExp. [Å]

Ca2+ 2.351 2.378 2.39–2.46 [31]

Cd2+ 2.314 2.327 2.29 [8, 9]

Cu2+ 1.991, 2.216 2.026, 2,230 1.96, 2.24 [7]

Fe2+ 2.109, 2.129 2.128 2.070, 2.072 [7, 8]

Hg2+ 2.315, 2.347 2.376 2.33–3.08 [8, 9, 21]

Mg2+ 2.076 2.103 2.00-2.15 [7, 9]

Ni2+ 2.079 2.080 2.002 [8]

Pb2+ 2.387, 2.457, 2.491, 2.524, 2.601 2.626 2.31–2.81 [24, 25]

Zn2+ 2.110 2.004 2.057 [7, 8]

The integral of the first RDF peak up to the first RDF minimum (Fig. 3) gives the mean
(time-averaged) coordination number of the first solvation shell. This again illustrates that some
of the ions adopt multiple semi-stable coordination numbers, as the value of the integral of the
RDF of the first peak is non-integer.
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FIG. 3: Integrals of the M2+–O radial distribution functions of metal ions in a box of 64 water
molecules, calculated at PBE-D3/TZVPP level.

To discuss coordination numbers in more detail, we depicted their distribution over AIMD
simulations for each ion in Fig. 4 together with the coordination number from DFT with implicit
solvation (Fig. 1) and experimentally obtained coordination numbers. The geometries of such
aqua ions (if known experimentally) are summarized in Table IV. Distributions of coordination
numbers differ substantially for various ions. Both AIMD and DFT-D3//COSMO-RS coordination
numbers are fully in line with the experimental results for Mg2+ and Fe2+. Both of these ions are
unambiguously reported to adopt regular octahedrons in water solution.[8, 9, 17, 18] For Ni2+,
both calculations and published experiments agree with coordination number 6 and clear regular
octahedron,[8, 22, 23] whereas AIMD also shows a small fraction of five-coordination. Similarly,
for Cd2+, DFT-D3//COSMO-RS and AIMD both agree on CN 6, which is often reported, together
with possible equilibrium with CN 7.[7, 32, 33]

Both AIMD and DFT-D3//COSMO-RS calculations also point to the coordination number
of five for Cu2+. Although older works have generally claimed 6-fold coordination,[60–67] it was
shown that this actually may not be correct.[34] It is now believed that CN 5 is preferable due
to the 3d9 electronic structure of Cu2+ atomic shell, which destabilizes the octahedral coordina-
tion via Jahn–Teller distortion. The 5-fold coordination was also reported by both AIMD and
DFT calculations,[68, 69] suggesting an equilibrium between a tetragonal pyramid and trigonal
bipyramid. Moreover, it was shown that X-ray experimental methods were unable to provide a
clear answer,[70, 71] pointing out the potential pitfalls of these methods in cases where there may
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coexist multiple stable coordinations.[15]
In the case of Hg2+, the DFT-D3//COSMO-RS suggests both CN 5 and 6, as the corresponding

∆GHYD between the two is as small as 0.1 kcal · mol−1. Correspondingly, AIMD points to the
equilibrium between these two coordination numbers as well. Published results are in line with
this, mostly agreeing on CN 6 with the geometry of distorted octahedron,[19, 20] although the
experimental and theoretical evidence for CN 7[21] has been reported as well.

Ca2+ is theoretically predicted to be a hexa-coordinated octahedron by both methods, How-
ever, the addition of the seventh water molecule is associated with ∆G of 1.1 kcal · mol−1 in
DFT-D3//COSMO-RS, which suggests possibly stable hepta-coordination. Experimental results
obtained from X-ray diffraction, neutron diffraction, and EXAFS are scattered over 6-fold, 7- and
8-fold coordination,[16, 26, 29–31] but 10 is reported as well,[29] illustrating that the question may
be still open.

Zn2+ has been reported to prefer CN of 6 with waters in an octahedral coordination geometry.
This conclusion has been obtained both from neutron diffraction and EXAFS experiments.[8, 22,
28] This is fully in line with our DFT-D3//COSMO-RS prediction. AIMD at PBE-D3/TZVPP
level fails to predict the CN 6, pointing to the average CN 4.5 in contrast. We further investigated
this obvious discrepancy by changing the DFT functional to BP86 and switching off the dispersion
correction between Zn2+ and waters. However, this led to the CN 4 and tetrahedral coordina-
tion geometry for Zn2+ aqua complex (see SI, Fig. S1). The initial force field MD trajectories
converged to the CN 6 as well. At the same time, there is by far the largest difference in the
Zn2+–O equilibrium distance between the DFT-D3//COSMO-RS and AIMD calculations. While
tetrahedral complexes of Zn2+ are reported, those are composed of other ligands than water.[72]
We conclude that this might be an error of the combination of the used effective core potential and
basis. This is the only case where AIMD failed to reproduce what is now accepted as the correct
Zn2+ coordination number.

For Pb2+, the experimental results in the condensed phase are rather limited. There is an
old NMR experiment[27] suggesting a coordination number of 6 and two more recent EXAFS
studies,[24, 25] failing to determine the coordination number due to the very broad Pb2+–O distance
distribution, but inclining to hemi-directed structures with 5 to 7 water molecules in the first layer.
Moreover, results from theoretical studies vary as well; in most cases, CN 6–8 are reported,[73, 74]
but some simulations report CN 9 as well.[75] Results mostly agree that 6- and 7-fold hydrated
structures are hemidirected, while 8-fold and larger CNs are holodirected.[73, 76] The size of the
ECP plays a crucial role here because structures obtained with the smaller ECP are significantly less
hemidirected.[73] Theoretical results are, therefore, shifted towards larger coordination numbers in
comparison to (limited) experiments. One of the possible explanations is that experiments may fail
to detect very long Pb2+–O bonds.[74] All of this illustrates that the problem of Pb2+ hydration is
far from being solved. Our AIMD results fit well in this context, showing mostly the equilibrium
between seven and eight water molecules in the first solvation shell, where for CN 7, the hydration
structure is hemidirected, and for CN 8 holodirected. There are also small fractions of CN 6 and
9. Contrary to that, DFT-D3//COSMO-RS prefers the hemidirected coordination with the CN 5,
which is on the (very) low border of what has ever been reported, as discussed above. We consider
this to be an error of the implicit solvent model suggesting that more than the first shell may be
necessary for heavier atoms or those with a non-symmetric solvation shell. Pb2+ is the only ion
where DFT-D3//COSMO-RS fails to predict the experimentally reported coordination number.
However, it correctly predicted the change from hemi- to holo- hydration between CN 7 and 8
(although these have positive ∆G of hydration).
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FIG. 4: Distribution of coordination numbers for metal ions in a box of 64 water molecules over all
the AIMD trajectories. “I” denotes results in DFT-D3//COSMO-RS implicit solvent, “E” stands
for experimentally reported values.
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TABLE IV: Coordination numbers for metal aqua ions obtained from DFT at the BP86-
D3//COSMO-RS level and AIMD PBE-D3/TZV2P level with 64 explicit water molecules, with
the geometry of the aqua ion, together with experimentally obtained results from the literature,
discussed in the text.

M2+ COSMO-RS
CN

COSMO-RS
geom.

AIMD
CN

AIMD
geom.

Exp.
CN

Exp.
geom.

Ca2+ 6-7 Octahedron,

Irregular 6 Octahedron 6–8a Octahedron,
Not determined

Cd2+ 6 Octahedron 6 Octahedron 6–7 Octahedron

Cu2+ 5
Tetragonal
pyramid

5
Tetragonal
pyramid

5
Tetragonal
pyramid

Fe2+ 6 Octahedron 6 Octahedron 6 Octahedron

Hg2+ 5–6
Trigonal

bipyramid,
Octahedron

5–6
Tetragonal
pyramid,

Octahedron
6–7

Octahedron,
Irregular

Mg2+ 6 Octahedron 6 Octanhedron 6 Octahedron

Ni2+ 6 Octahedron 6 Octahedron 6 Octahedron

Pb2+ 5 Irregular 7–9 Irregular 6b,c Not determined

Zn2+ 6 Octahedron 4–5
Tetrahedron,

Trigonal
bipyramid

6 Octahedron

a)There is also an experiment with CN 10,[29], but we consider it unreliable due to the significant
difference in comparison with the ions with similar size and also with other experimental results
for Ca2+.
b)The single one published experiment claims coordination number 6, two more experiments fail
to determine it precisely but suggest CN 5–7.
c)For Pb2+, a significant amount of theoretical results do not agree with experimental ones, showing
rather larger coordination numbers (6–9).

IV. Conclusion

AIMD simulations of biologically relevant metal dications in bulk water and DFT calculations em-
ploying an implicit COSMO-RS solvent model were carried out. In the latter approach, sequential
hydration was employed to determine the most stable aqua complexes of the ions. These were then
compared with the distributions of aqua complexes from AIMD trajectories. Both types of calcu-
lations generally agree with each other as well as with published experimental results. However,
there are two important exceptions. AIMD failed to reproduce the generally accepted octahe-
dral hydration for Zn2+, pointing rather to the tetrahedral coordination with CN 4 for both PBE
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and BP86 functionals, whereas DFT-D3//COSMO-RS agrees with the experimental coordination
number. The second exception is Pb2+, for which DFT-D3//COSMO-RS calculations predicted
a hemi-hydrated structure with CN 5. In contrast, AIMD calculations predict CN 7 and 8, in
agreement with previous theoretical studies.

We conclude that the present conceptually simple and computationally efficient approach based
on the COSMO-RS implicit solvent model combined with the DFT-D3 quantum chemical calcula-
tions with only the first explicit solvent shell is able to predict the correct coordination number for
most of the investigated ions. However, in cases with a significantly non-symmetric solvent shell,
the inclusion of an explicit second solvation shell may be necessary for a correct description.
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